Differential effects of hearing impairment and age on electrophysiological and behavioral measures of speech in noise.
Understanding speech in background noise is difficult for many listeners with and without hearing impairment (HI). This study investigated the effects of HI on speech discrimination and recognition measures as well as speech-evoked cortical N1-P2 and MMN auditory event-related potentials (AERPs) in background noise. We aimed to determine which AERP components can predict the effects of HI on speech perception in noise across adult listeners with and without HI. The data were collected from 18 participants with hearing thresholds ranging from within normal limits to bilateral moderate-to-severe sensorineural hearing loss. Linear mixed effects models were employed to examine how hearing impairment, age, stimulus type, and SNR listening condition affected neural and behavioral responses and what AERP components were correlated with effects of HI on speech-in-noise perception across participants. Significant effects of age were found on the N1-P2 but not on MMN, and significant effects of HI were observed on the MMN and behavioral measures. The results suggest that neural responses reflecting later cognitive processing of stimulus discrimination may be more susceptible to the effects of HI on the processing of speech in noise than earlier components that signal the sensory encoding of acoustic stimulus features. Objective AERP responses were also potential neural predictors of speech perception in noise across participants with and without HI, which has implications for the use of AERPs as a potential clinical tool for assessing speech perception in noise.